97% of teachers use digital media in their classrooms.

**Student Learning Styles**
- 40% visual learners
- 50% kinesthetic learners
- 10% auditory learners

3 out of 4 teachers say digital media helps them respond to a variety of learning styles.

**Boulder Valley School District**

“MediaCAST has been a game changer for our students, teachers and curriculum”

- Len Scrogan
  Director of Educational Technology and Library Media

**Of Teachers**
- 73% say digital media is essential to a 21st century classroom
- 87% say using television and video reinforces and expands on the content they teach
- 60% say digital media helps teachers be more effective
- 74% say digital media increases student motivation
- 66% say students prefer digital media over other types of instruction

**Virtual Schools**
45 states & Washington, D.C. have a state virtual school or online initiative, full online schools or both

**How Often Teachers Use Digital Media in Classroom Instruction**
- 1 in 4 everyday
- 6 in 10 frequently

**Average length of segments used in classroom instruction**
- 5% fewer than 3 min
- 22% 3-5 min
- 45% 5-10 min
- 28% 10+ min

**Sources:** www.inventivetec.com/v11/sources
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MediaCAST is an open and interoperable digital content management and streaming solution. It enables the integration of video and rich media with traditional teaching methods, creating an engaging 21st century digital learning environment.

In the classroom and from home, users can access educational content live and on-demand, extending the learning day and allowing for differentiated instruction.

**How Does It Work?**

The MediaCAST platform centralizes the storage of your existing media collections, user-generated content and third party video libraries. Users can access all district media through a single easy-to-use web interface, from any computer or mobile device. Add-on modules let you expand capabilities easily, with less training and without increasing demand on IT staff. Users only have one interface to learn, and IT staff only have one system to support.

Reliable and scalable, the MediaCAST system has a solution for every size district. It can be deployed at one location or scaled to support hundreds of sites for the largest enterprise solution.

By utilizing their WAN/LAN, MediaCAST helps districts add HD quality live broadcasting and on-demand streaming without increasing Internet bandwidth demands. Off-site hosted services are available to accommodate online and distance learning programs and address bandwidth concerns.
Digital Content Management
The multi-format, publisher-neutral platform gives you all the tools you need to manage your media throughout its lifecycle. Resources such as videos, audio files, images, eBooks, digital textbooks, documents, presentations, video conferences and podcasts are easily uploaded, made searchable and viewed on-demand—copyrights and licenses protected.

As well as all major media formats, MediaCAST supports other classroom instructional and third party application files, like interactive whiteboard files, PDF, AutoCAD and more.

Browser-Based Interface
MediaCAST is easy to learn and intuitive to use. With a new interface design, MediaCAST is recognized as having the most user-friendly and powerful content management interface in the educational market.

New features include: enhanced keyword search tools, automatic resource thumbnails, a user rating system, mouse-over metadata, and on-the-fly filtering. It has never been easier for users, regardless of age or experience, to find and utilize relevant educational media.
Video Streaming
MediaCAST is unique in its ability to support all industry-standard video formats. Its technology enables streaming in SD and HD quality and WMV, Flash, H.264/MPEG4, Quicktime, Real, MPEG1, and MPEG2 formats. Easily deliver video to Macs, PCs, LCD screens, projectors, iPads and other mobile devices (see Transcoding Engine p. 27).

Live Video Broadcasting
Morning announcements, lessons and events can be broadcast live to schools and homes worldwide. You can broadcast professional development sessions simultaneously to all staff, while capturing them into the digital library for on-demand review.

Platform Media Player
When a user selects a resource, they are taken to the media player page of the interface. The resource can be viewed on the media player page with access to all the MediaCAST tools, or full screen.

To the left of the media player are related search results. Information about the resource, pre-defined segments, standards correlation and other features are located below the player. On the right is the tool box, which contains everything from segment making tools, to state standard correlation tools.
Copyright compliance can be tricky for schools to manage and control. Traditional copyright regulations are not the same as those for digital media, and staff often struggle to keep their schools’ multi-format media collection in compliance. MediaCAST’s copyright management and license tools are their allies. These tools help protect, secure, report and license content loaded into MediaCAST.

MediaCAST comes with tools to manage access restrictions and licensing on individual media titles. It supports industry-standard Digital Rights Management (DRM) for securing content to prevent unauthorized viewing, copying and distribution. The e-commerce PayPal® integration lets schools collect from the community through pay-per-view—perfect for fundraisers.

**Tracking and Reporting**

Under the admin section of the interface, reports help track and evaluate media resource usage, user progress and bandwidth use.

Usage reports can be generated by title, user, publisher, group, course or custom filter (e.g. live broadcasts, IPTV channels, and district uploaded content).

Progress reports can be generated by user, group, program or course.

Bandwidth reports can be generated by resource title or user.
Snag-A-Segment™

The Snag-A-Segment tool, a teacher favorite, lets users make unlimited segments from longer videos. This helps teachers be more efficient in the classroom by eliminating non-relevant noise and time wasted scanning video or audio for a starting point.

URL Builder

The URL Builder lets users make media resources available in external websites, email or embedded in programs (e.g. PDF, PowerPoint®). This allows teachers to send resources to home-bound students, parents and tutors while still being able to track usage, control expiration and see who has viewed.

Add to Favorites

When a user clicks on Add to Favorites, the resource is added to their ‘My Favorites’ tab on the homepage. No matter what computer you access MediaCAST from, your favorites are always just one click away.

State Standard Correlation

MediaCAST comes pre-loaded with each state’s Education Standards and the national Common CORE. To correlate a media resource to a state standard, simply select the ‘Standards Builder’ link in the tool box, select your state and choose a standard objective to link to. Users can link resources to a top tier subject or a specific grade and learning objective. MediaCAST also integrates third party content libraries’ pre-correlated standards.

Micro Blog

The Micro Blog is a place for teachers and instructional staff to share best practices for using a specific media resource.

Share to...

When add-on modules are purchased, corresponding links are added to the tool box (e.g. ‘Share to Media Portal,’ ‘Share to iPad’ and ‘Add to Moodle®’), creating a seamless connection.

Automatic Thumbnaiing

During the upload process, a thumbnail is automatically generated from the media resource. This gives users a preview of resources on the home page and in search results.

The Administrator Tools section of the tool box contains a thumbnail wizard to help admins add thumbnails to existing resources.
Clients asked for more interface customization options and we listened. Districts now have the option to change the background color, the menu gradient colors, the title and add your logo. You can also create custom filters and content category trees for searching.

**Example Combinations**

- Maroon & Silver
- Green & Silver
- Purple & White
- Black & Gold

**Branding Package (optional):** This package includes graphic designer-assisted color application to ensure color accuracy and overall aesthetic appeal. Logo assistance is also included in this package, so don’t worry if your logo has a white background or needs color modification. We can take care of everything to ensure your interface has a customized, professional look.
The Media Exchange is an exciting new addition to MediaCAST. It hosts thousands of free titles in the cloud, letting teachers share ideas and user-generated content with other MediaCAST schools. Media Exchange-hosted files can be searched and downloaded to your platform in minutes. Downloads are monitored to prevent duplicates in your system.

**For example**, a 6th grade History teacher in New York develops videos, quizzes and documents to help her teach the 1920s. When complete, she uploads the files to the Media Exchange. Another 6th grade teacher in Virginia, not as knowledgeable on that particular era, searches the Media Exchange, finds the first teacher’s resources and downloads them for use in her class. That teacher then uploads a video her students created from a field trip to Washington D.C. to share the experience with students who have never been to the Capitol.

- **Expand your digital library** with copyright-free content, including over 5,000 pre-loaded Project Gutenberg eBooks
- **Free collaborative teaching database** helps instructors be more effective and creative in the classroom
- **Download a media file and its segments, standards and metadata are automatically added to your digital content platform**
Platform + Add-On Modules
get the most out of your media

MediaCAST modules add capabilities to the core digital content platform. Our 360° seamless integration between platform and modules shows how schools can add new media technologies and content through a single system.

Since modules are accessed through the ‘Apps’ menu, users never need to learn a new interface, enter another login or worry about things working together.

MediaCAST’s wide range of optional modules allow you to customize your system and can be added at any time.

The following pages contain descriptions of each module.
MediaCAST’s Kiosk Central combines digital signage with video streaming, giving you a complete visual communication tool. It is extremely powerful for distributing important information to students, faculty and the community.

Kiosk Central is easy-to-use and customizable. Web-based tools allow you to manage content, playlists and channels independently.

The Layout Genius provides drag-and-drop widgets to create dynamic channel layouts. Widgets include live weather, ticker tape, image rotator, calendar, date and time clock, content window and RSS feeds. Upload backgrounds and school logos to create branded channels.

Playlists can include live video, stored video, audio, websites, PowerPoints and more. Live video feeds and on-demand content can be broadcast to one display, a whole school or every building. See the MediaCAST Viewer on p. 27 for hardware information.

- Scales from a single building to multi-campus enterprise
- IP-based solution for scheduled announcements and emergency bulletins
- Control all LCD screens from any computer
- Unlimited channels - multiple schools can deliver their unique channels simultaneously
- Drag and drop layout design
+ Media Portal
public website video player for live and on-demand

MediaCAST’s Media Portal makes school websites come alive with video. Administrators can set up Media Portal channels (e.g. Athletics, Music Concerts, Drama Performances, Award Ceremonies, Board Meetings, etc.) and populate them with media from the MediaCAST digital library.

Record a big game, upload it to MediaCAST, and add it to the “Athletics” channel to share with the community.

With social media buttons, it’s easy for viewers to share Media Portal content with friends and family.

Two implementation options ensure compatibility with any website, as illustrated below.

**Embedded In Your District Website**
Easily add a few lines of provided code to your website and watch it come to life.

**District Website Link Opens In New Window**
For districts who prefer an external portal, a link can be placed on the website that opens the media player in a new window.

**Color & Logo Customization**
Just like the platform interface, your Media Portal can be customized to match your district colors and logo.
MediaCAST’s iPad app is a mobile device content manager. It allows access to MediaCAST resources and manages digital content licenses on multiple iPads. This module helps districts manage infrastructure issues presented by a growing population of mobile devices, while ensuring media is available 24/7, in the classroom and on the go.

Example: When the instructor hits the ‘sync’ button, designated resources are sent out to the class’ iPads. These resources are saved on the iPad, allowing for viewing without Internet connectivity.

Expiration date and time can be set for each resource. When the students reconnect to the network, the resources are taken off of the iPads, and the licenses returned to the digital library.

Districts can use the expiration date feature when distributing eBooks and digital textbooks to ensure resources are automatically removed from student iPads on the last day of class.
Digital Broadcasting & IPTV
live & recorded for later viewing

Many districts are concerned about the cost associated with maintaining their analog TV systems or transitioning to digital television. With MediaCAST’s IPTV solution, you can support distribution and increase channel control while minimizing hardware investment and ongoing support costs.

MediaCAST IPTV lets you to watch live TV programs and record them for on-demand viewing. The Snag-a-Segment tool allows instructors to create and integrate segments of programs into their lessons. Copyright tools ensure educational use.

With a few clicks, administrators can give everyone, or specific groups of users, access to a special event. Increase control and reduce costs by broadcasting TV over your existing IP network.

See MediaEncoders on pp. 25-26 for hardware information.

- Save the cost of installing coax cabling in new schools and tuners in each classroom
- Centrally broadcast live channels over your network
- Control channel selection for each building
- Record TV programs for on-demand viewing from 14-day TV guide menu
- Supports NTSC, ATSC, QAM, digital cable and satellite
Third Party Content Packages
plug & play content for your digital library

You know your district’s needs best. MediaCAST’s unique content-neutral, publisher-neutral platform lets you select the content that is best for your students. Other systems require every district to use only one content provider or limit provider choice.

All content packages are loaded into your system and come with detailed metadata for easy searching and pre-set copyright and licensing information. Many also come with pre-correlated state standards.

Thinking about changing publishers? No problem, you have the freedom to change content providers at any time. Your system doesn’t have to be changed just because you want to use 8 different content providers. MediaCAST can load content from leading educational content libraries. You can also upload and manage content purchased directly from the publishers you work with.

- Don’t be forced to use outdated or sub-par content!
- Our content partners provide immediate access to tens of thousands of high-quality digital titles of your choosing
- Well-known content providers such as National Geographic®, Discovery®, Disney®, PBS®, BBC®, History Channel®, NBC® and National Science Foundation®
- MediaCAST Media Exchange provides over 5,000 copyright free eBooks and access to shared content from other schools

Add custom publisher filters for one-click search filtering

![Custom Search Filters](image)
CCC!® from New Dimension Media® is a digital library filled with core curriculum content created specifically for K-12. CCC! is comprised of over 4,200 video titles with hundreds of new titles added each year. Recent additions to the CCC! library include thirteen episodes of Bill Nye’s “Eyes of Nye” and 40 BBC Motion Gallery science and environment titles.
cccvod.com

Discovery Education Streaming Plus® provides over 9,000 full-length videos segmented in 71,000 content specific clips tied directly to state and national education standards.
discoveryeducation.com

Learn360® recently upgraded their library to include over 8,900 video titles and 27,000 clips. Along with video, Learn360 offers audio files, images and supplemental materials.
learn360.com

Inventive Technology’s Education Media Clearinghouse™ (EMC) provides digital rights clearing to help schools obtain permission and pricing for encoding analog media into digital streaming formats. With permission, EMC can encode the media and upload it into a client’s MediaCAST system. The benefits include an additional layer of copyright protection for your organization, as well as the preservation of valuable time your personnel might spend contacting hundreds of educational publishers.
inventivetec.com/educationmediaclearinghouse

Additional Content Partners

PD 360®
PD360® is an on-demand library of over 200 hours of professional development resources that leverage technology to make teacher development more effective, convenient, and sustainable.
schoolimprovement.com

Visual Learning Company® produces science videos, teacher’s guides, and digital media to support elementary, middle, high school, and introductory college curriculum.
visuallearningco.com

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) focuses on student’s engagement and skills from the earliest grades in science, math and technology to help foster interest for their later school years and careers.
stem.definedlearning.com
MediaCAST’s desktop video conferencing module, Live Presenter, combines interactive video and rich media presentations to create a complete visual instruction asset. Live Presenter handles hundreds of simultaneous participants across many videoconferences. Instead of buying a “CODEC” for each room or building, the service is centralized on the Live Presenter Engine server. Users connect right from their Mac or Windows PC web cam. It’s browser-based, so no software to install and it’s easily deployed over the Internet.

Live Presenter allows you to view and interact with participants live, present content and share your desktop or participant desktops. Sessions can be recorded and archived for on-demand access.

Presentation Mode allows instructors to easily broadcast, capture and archive presentations and deliver lessons. Users can access recorded sessions on-demand.

Video Conference Mode enables full multipoint video and audio collaboration. Ask questions, chat and send private messages. Ten active video windows lets users interact face-to-face, as if they were in the same room.

Lecture Capture
A new feature is Live Presenter’s Lecture Capture. It records the instructor/presenter along with their desktop and applications right into the MediaCAST digital library. Synchronized live video, presentations and media can be captured for on-demand viewing.
+ CMS/LMS Integration
add video to your online courses

For schools using Blackboard®, Moodle®, Desire2Learn®, Angel® or WebCT® for their CMS/LMS, MediaCAST has a module that extends your CMS/LMS’ capabilities to include the management, tracking, reporting, storage and on-demand delivery of digital media assets.

This module lets institutions amplify traditional text and image-based coursework by including multimedia, streaming video, live broadcasts, audio, podcasts, flash presentations, and electronic whiteboard files.

Add other MediaCAST modules to further enhance your online courses with lecture capture, desktop video conferencing, IPTV, and webcasting.

How it Works

1. Once a course is enabled, a new activity type appears on your CMS/LMS page called ‘MediaCAST Resources.’ This adds a MediaCAST search box to the course, allowing the instructor to search the digital library from within the CMS.
2. A link in the toolbox adds the resource directly to the chosen course.
3. Students view media tied to their coursework. Usage can be tracked, allowing instructors to monitor student activity and content licensing.
MediaCAST MediaEncoders are high-performance hardware-based encoders that convert audio and video into streaming digital formats. Convert VHS tapes, DVDs and CDs into digital formats for centralized storage and efficient streaming. Encoders are also used to make digital TV channels available and broadcast live events over the network and Internet.

MediaEncoders can be placed at locations on an organization’s LAN/WAN and at remote sites. They can be rack-mounted, put in a mobile cart or used wirelessly for portable encoding. Connect directly to a video source, such as a camera, video conferencing station or incoming cable/satellite feed to broadcast and record. MediaEncoders include predefined encoding templates to make it easy-to-use for nontechnical personnel. For the technically savvy, preference settings can be accessed and modified for custom bit-rate, resolution and other video parameters.

Copyright tools in MediaCAST help districts with compliance, but it is the district’s responsibility to ensure copyright and license guidelines are followed. See EMC on p. 17 for copyright clearing services.

- Standardize digital content formats for universal access
- Deliver video/audio in the latest IP streaming formats
- Live broadcasting for instruction, training, meetings and presentations
- Enable capture/conversion of analog content
- Encode Internet radio, MP3 audio, podcasts, and webcasts

**MediaEncoder Hardware Family** - see pages 25 & 26 for more information

- Desktop Encoder
- OnLocation Cart
- SportsCAST
- OnLocation Producer
+ **Enterprise Media Manager**

scalability and up to 5 nines availability for large organizations

MediaCAST’s Enterprise Management tools help large organizations, or those with extensive digital media usage, increase their reliability and scalability. This software adds support for automatic content replication, replication queueing, the creation of multiple media server farms, management of dispersed media farms and media server load-balancing.

Content replication provides a seamless method of automatic content copying from a primary site to one or more content servers located at other sites. If the primary site goes down, the mirrored servers take over.

Load-balancing configures multiple Media Appliances in the system to ensure delivery of high-bandwidth content to users from the ‘best’ location, based on availability or server load. Content may be delivered to a user from a building’s LAN Media Appliance or a centralized media farm located on a different campus or in a different city.

- Increase availability with redundancy
- Media Appliances are easily scalable and work together to deliver increased capacity without making it more difficult for IT staff to manage content on multiple servers
- Extend the life of Media Appliances by load-balancing older and newer hardware within the same system for a long-term, cost-effective solution
- Alleviate bandwidth concerns across your entire user map to ensure everyone has high-quality access

For more information on Media Appliance configurations, visit our website: www.inventivetec.com/enterprisemanager
MediaCAST Express provides hosted bandwidth to enhance your MediaCAST system, support online learning or add streaming media to your online courses. It is scalable: you can provide it for a few users, a department or a global enterprise.

Both a media storage and media delivery platform, MediaCAST Express is powerful enough to store thousands of hours of content and to stream media to tens of thousands of concurrent users. Our carefully structured architecture provides a highly available, redundant and secure solution.

If you would like to ensure high-quality media delivery to all users, host live graduations, broadcast board meetings, sporting events and extra curricular activities but are concerned about bandwidth limitations, MediaCAST Express is the answer. Fully hosted and hybrid deployments are available, see diagrams below.

**Hosted Solution** - for districts with inadequate bandwidth

**Hybrid Solution** - combines benefits of Hosted and Local storage and delivery
DAP/AD/eDirectory Authentication
eliminate the need for multiple usernames and passwords

The user authentication module allows organizations to utilize current usernames, passwords and permission information in MediaCAST. This lets end users log in to MediaCAST with their existing username and password, synchronized with the district authentication server.

This integration eliminates the need to re-enter usernames and re-key group membership information. Users are happy because they don’t have a new login to remember, and support staff is happy to manage users in their existing authentication system.

The module comes with security management tools for administrators. Users can be assigned one or more user roles based on what functions they need in MediaCAST. Disabling a user in the client’s directory makes the digital content system inaccessible to that individual until the user is reactivated.

IP Room Control
on-screen a/v equipment remote control

MediaCAST’s IP Room Control module provides an A/V control solution for classrooms, conference rooms and auditoriums. The Room Control interface is a browser-based virtual remote for flexibility in setup and ease of deployment across the largest organizations.

IP Room Control integrates control of most A/V equipment through IR and RS232 over IP. It works with the Kiosk Central digital signage module to automate turning on/off displays during all-calls and emergency broadcasts.

MediaCAST can provide IP Controllers (IP to RS232/IR conversion) for projector control. IP Controllers come with and without audio control capability. See the IP Controller on p. 26 for hardware information. Room Control also supports several 3rd party companies’ IP control boxes (Extron®, Calypso® and others).

A convenient grid-style approach allows a nontechnical user to populate buildings, rooms, and equipment quickly

Schedule rooms and display devices for all-calls, turning on/off and evening event preparation
MediaCAST Hardware

MediaCAST is designed around non-proprietary hardware integrated with a robust software platform. The modular architecture is scalable, making it easy to accommodate rapid growth or enhance existing systems with added capacity and increased speed.

STORAGE & STREAMING

Media Appliance

Media Appliances are digital media servers that store and stream video, audio and other multimedia content. They are comprised of integrated hardware and software that run the streaming server applications and other MediaCAST programs. Media Appliances are available in several configurations ranging from 100 to 400 concurrent on-demand, DVD-quality streams. More streams are supported at broadband quality and fewer at HD quality. Many Media Appliances can be supported to provide scalability in total streaming capacity.

Different sizes offer storage capacities from 500 hours of video to 8,000 hours. MediaMonsters can be added to supplement Media Appliances, providing virtually unlimited storage.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/media-appliances

MediaMonster

MediaMonsters are high-performance direct attached storage (DAS) devices for storing and streaming video, audio and digital media. MediaMonsters connect to Media Appliances and are scalable, allowing you to expand on the fly as storage needs grow.

Configurations offer up to 50,000+ hours of video storage.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/media-monster

SAN Integration with Virtual Media Appliances

Customers with high-performing SAN equipment in place can leverage those resources to deliver streaming video without additional hardware investment (see p. 29). Virtual Media Appliances can be installed on the SAN in conjunction with virtualization technology for enterprise level deployments.

BROADCAST ENCODERS

MediaBroadcaster

MediaBroadcasters are high-performance encoding and media streaming hardware devices. Designed to convert analog and digital video/audio into a wide range of streaming formats, they are ideal for delivering on-demand resources and live IP broadcasting. These scalable and modular devices also allow users to record and store live TV.

Single, dual and quad channel models are available for SD quality streaming and single and dual channel models available for HD quality streaming.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/mediabroadcaster
OnLocation™ Cart

The OnLocation Cart is an enclosed mobile cart that gives you everything you need to create live video broadcasts, record video, and convert analog media into one or more digital streaming formats.

Configurations are available for encoding resources into Windows Media, Flash Video, H.264/MPEG4, Quicktime, MPEG1 and MPEG2.

HD and SD options are available.

tech specs:
www.inventivetec.com/onlocation-cart

OnLocation™ Producer Cart

The Producer Cart is a mobile live video production studio, with everything you need to create professional quality live broadcasting, video editing and encoding.

In addition to standard OnLocation features, the Producer also comes equipped with live on-the-fly editing, multi-camera source switching, special effects, transitions, backgrounds and chroma key capabilities. The built-in teleprompter makes it easy to perform written scripts.

tech specs:
www.inventivetec.com/producer-cart
**MediaCAST Hardware**

**A/V EQUIPMENT CONTROL**

**Desktop MediaEncoder**

MediaEncoders are designed to convert analog and digital video and audio into a variety of streaming formats for on-demand access and live IP broadcasting. Built-in DVD burners and USB ports make it easy to ingest content, including HD, and to archive files.

The Desktop Encoder is an excellent option for classrooms, board rooms and offices with limited available space.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/mediaencoder

**Mini-Encoder HD**

Mini-Encoder is a small, extremely low-power video encoder. It supports both wireless 802.11x and wired Ethernet connections for maximum flexibility. It uses the world's most advanced video compression – H.264 High Profile Level 4.1 and provides HD 1080 video quality.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/mini-encoder

**SportsCAST**

SportsCAST is a portable, turnkey HD live video broadcasting solution. It includes a rugged carrying case, a shoulder mount kit, a mobile power kit, a Mini-Encoder HD and an accessory kit.

Works with most cameras, allowing you to select and change brands as desired. *Camera not included.*

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/sportscast

**IP Controller™**

IP Controllers are solid-state devices that connect to the existing IP network through one 100/1000MB port, controlled over TCP/IP. These devices work with the MediaCAST IP RoomControl module to provide a scalable and flexible solution for local, user-control of A/V equipment and remote IT management of projectors and other room equipment.

IP Controllers come in two models, standard and with audio amplification.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/ip-controller
DIGITAL SIGNAGE DELIVERY

**MediaCAST Viewer™**

Viewers are small-form factor, digital signage set-top decoders. Used with the Kiosk Central software module, Viewers enable streaming video, audio and other digital media playback over the Ethernet/IP network. They enable playback of content originating from the digital library and digital IPTV channels on a wide range of displays including TVs, LCDs and projectors. Unlike other solutions, Viewers support all industry-standard video formats plus other media formats including PDFs, websites, images, PowerPoints and more. Viewers support RS232/IR control of displays for automating on/off, selecting inputs and audio volume during all-calls and emergency broadcasts. Handheld remote optional. 720 HD, 1080 HD and industrial solid-state models available.

**TRANSCODING ENGINE**

Transcoding Engine converts digital video from a variety of native formats into a common H.264 format for greater accessibility, mobile delivery, and storage efficiency. Users interact with the transcoding module through the MediaCAST interface, where they can choose to automatically or selectively convert library titles to the widely-supported H.264/ACC format. This enables cross-platform delivery of video and iPad mobile device support. Get the highest resolution at the lowest bandwidth.

tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/viewer  
tech specs: www.inventivetec.com/transcoding

Users upload or select media from the digital content platform  
A MediaCAST server transcodes files into H.264/ACC  
Users can easily view video on mobile devices like iPads
Architecture & Deployment
integration with future IT strategies and systems

MediaCAST has five hardware and licensing models to best meet district needs and budgets

Local Installation
Use our hardware or yours. Enjoy the benefits of our non-proprietary approach.
Hardware installed in a single data center provides the highest possible performance to every school in the district, regardless of building age or location.

- Master Controller
- Media Appliance

VM Virtualized Edition
Reduce data center footprint by utilizing existing hardware.
In the VM Virtualized Edition, multiple servers with a single function are virtualized onto a single robust server. This reduces the number of servers required, making for a smaller data center footprint and minimizes the number of devices IT staff need to support. Use our servers or your existing VM hardware.

- Master Controller
- Media Appliance

Windows Server™
Hyper-V™

- Master Controller
- Media Appliance
VM SAN Edition
Capitalized on current investments.
MediaCAST SAN Edition is designed to help districts see direct educational impact from their equipment investment.
By allocating storage from your SAN, disk volumes can be expanded on-the-fly as capacity needs increase.

Cloud Hosted Edition and Hybrid Edition
(details on next page)
Use our bandwidth and storage, not yours.
No hardware to buy, maintain or support and enough bandwidth for hundreds or thousands of concurrent, asynchronous streams.

- Cloud Deployment
- Local Media Appliance (Hybrid Edition - optional)

- Virtualized Master Controller
- Virtualized Media Appliance
- Virtualized Disaster Recovery Appliance
- SAN Storage
Cloud Hosted Platform Edition
storage & streaming benefits with limited hardware investment

MediaCAST Cloud Edition is the perfect solution for small to medium size organizations interested in a digital content management and streaming system, but without the funding to support a hardware investment or internal IT resources.

Instead of requiring locally installed servers, the Cloud Edition is a subscription-based service that provides hosted streaming servers, MediaCAST database/web servers and streaming bandwidth from multiple high-performance hosting facilities.

We invest in and maintain the hardware and infrastructure. You get the benefits at a lower cost.

The Cloud Edition is based on virtualization technology which enables a robust and scalable architecture. As your organization’s streaming needs grow, so does your Cloud. Your content is stored in the Cloud as a virtual instance and can be migrated to a locally installed MediaCAST system at any time.

The Cloud Edition is your fastest path to streaming. It comes in two configurations, Hybrid and Fully Hosted. See diagram below for more information.

---

**HYBRID**
Combination of local installation and the cloud hosted edition. Use local Media Appliances and your WAN/LAN for on-campus streaming. Use our bandwidth for off-campus access.

**FULLY HOSTED**
Subscription-based service that employs streaming bandwidth from multiple high-performance hosting facilities.
With MediaCAST, everyone gains an advantage

**STUDENTS**
- Engaging multimedia, streaming video, webcasts and podcasts bring class material to life in a way that stimulates young minds and facilitates learning.
- When technology is a routine part of the school experience,
  - student achievement improves
  - dropout rates decline
  - student attendance improves

**TEACHERS**
- Intuitive interface helps teachers find relevant media easily.
- Segment/media-making tools help teachers ignite the classroom with multimedia infused lessons and address a wide range of learning styles.
- Teachers can download free media resources and share user-generated content on the Media Exchange.

**SPECIAL ED AND GIFTED INSTRUCTORS**
- Deliver the right content to the right student at the right time. Customize resource lists for individual students’ learning style and level.
- 24/7 access allows students to continue learning outside the classroom at their own pace.
- Closed captioning tools help teachers reach students with hearing difficulties and read/write and visual learning styles.

**MEDIA SPECIALISTS/LIBRARIANS**
- Store and retrieve digital resources under Copyright encoracement using Fair Use Manager with digital tracking and reporting along the way. Protect content from unauthorized copying and distribution.

**TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORS**
- SIMPLIFY
  - content storage
  - content delivery
  - management
- MINIMIZE
  - workload
  - bandwidth use
  - impact on network

**ADMINISTRATORS**
- See direct improvement in student achievement and teaching effectiveness from investments in technology.
- A cost-effective, future-proof solution that allows users to utilize visually stimulating multimedia in a variety of applications.

**INSTRUCTIONAL & CURRICULUM DIRECTORS**
- Intuitive, sophisticated web-based tools help you correlate educational standards and performance benchmarks. They can be accessed online, at home and on the go.
What customers say....

“In our district, video is in every classroom, in all grades from pre-K through grade 12. This year’s state testing showed a significantly large rise in scores in 5th grade science, with the number of students passing from 17% to 65%. Video streaming and network access to learning assets has certainly had an impact on their scores.”

- Steele Cooley, Director of Technology, Cameron ISD - Cameron, TX

“Matching video clips to the purposes of a teacher allows us to remediate specific issues, helping students achieve social learning goals as well as academic goals.”

- Edith Ramirez-Quiroz, Media Specialist, Hobbs School District - Hobbs, NM

“What I like most about MediaCAST is that it truly is both teacher-focused and student-focused and is an on-demand media system that has the ability to deliver all kinds of media files and do it in a way that the teachers have the ability to control it and use it to their best advantage.”

- Jerry Swedberg, Technology Director, Woodstock SD - Woodstock, IL

video testimonial: [www.inventivetec.com/woodstock](http://www.inventivetec.com/woodstock)

“Our experience with Inventive Technology as a company that sells and supports and maintains its product has been really positive. They are there for us. They were there before, they were there during and they are there after. And the relationships and caring and the extra effort are just ongoing.”

- Len Scrogan, Director of Educational Technology & Library Media, Boulder Valley SD - Boulder, CO

video testimonial: [www.inventivetec.com/bvsd](http://www.inventivetec.com/bvsd)

“With MediaCAST we have a seamless integration of technology and learning.”

- Cody Levrets, Instructional Trainer, Tyler ISD - Tyler, TX

“The whole experience, from uploading a video, to using it in the classroom is really quite simple.”

- John Orbaugh, Technology Director, Tyler ISD - Tyler, TX

video testimonial: [www.inventivetec.com/tyler](http://www.inventivetec.com/tyler)